
Google Maps Street View
Street View is a premium-quality, 360-degree interactive 
virtual tour of your business powered by Google Maps 
technology. It’s simple, fast and affordable. Street View is 
relatively new to the Google ecosystem and has already 
proven to be a major benefit to business owners around 
the world. 

Why Get Street View For Your Business? 
• Increase engagement with your business online. 
• Invite customers inside to experience your business’s ambience and decor with familiar Street View navigation. 
• Add premium-quality photography to your presence across Google.
• Excellent Value with no ongoing fees

Why Google Maps?
• They are the number one search engine in the world hosting 78% of the search market share
• They process over 3.5 billion searches each day
• 1 of every 5 searches are location based (people looking for nearby businesses like yours)
• Seamless search results derived from Google services everyone is familiar with

Tilted Media’s service is broken down into the 
following packages based on the size of your 
business: 

Package 1: $299 (3 to 10 panoramic points)
Package 2: $399 (11 to 15 panoramic points) 
Package 3: $499 (16 to 20 panoramic points)
Package 4: $750 (21 to 30 panoramic points)
Package 5: $999 (31 to 40 panoramic points)

How much does Street View cost?
Your online business profile is Google Maps, Google 
Search and Google+. Your business profile is 
hosted free of charge by Google. Street View will 
be integrated into your current online profile and 
hosted by Google for free. To participate in Street 
View however, Google requires the photography and 
virtual tour to be completed by a Google Trusted 
Photographer like me (Tilted Media) who has been 
specially trained by Google. 

Put Your Business on the Map!
Google Street View

https://www.google.com/maps/streetview/trusted/

How does Google Street View benefit my business?
Street View appears in Google Search results, Goo-
gle Maps, and Google+ on a desktop, smartphone or 
tablet. There are over one billion searches each month 
on Google Maps. With a finely tuned Google+ Business 
profile your customers get the right information at the 
right time, whether it is  driving directions to your busi-
ness in Maps, hours of operations in Search or a phone 
number they can click to call you on mobile phones. 
With the addition of Business View they can now tour 
your business and find a table to reserve, view the 
items you have for sale, plan events and compare your 
business with other local listings. Visual advertising is 
far more effective than alternative styles of advertis-
ing. This means that adding Street View to your ex-
isting profile on Google yields a far greater chance of 
success than businesses who have no visual content. 
As technology and social media continue to expand, it 
is necessary to meet the growing expectations of the 
consumer and stay on top of your competition.

A Unique Perspective!

Want to know more? Email Tilted Media today! contact@tiltedmedia.us
www.tiltedmedia.us


